Grant Report Narrative

Project Overview
- Summarize the activities, accomplishments and any obstacles associated with the grant implementation and program.
- Share an example, story or quote that illustrates what you consider to be the most significant change in people’s lives as a result of the project.
- What difference did this project and grant make, and how do you know?
- Will this program/work continue?
- What avenues are you pursuing for sustainable funding sources?
- How has the grant been leveraged to attain additional support? Has this grant helped attract additional support in the form of people, funds, goods, services or publicity?
- Please provide any feedback regarding the competitive grant process to help us improve.

Program Evaluation
- What will be measured to show community impact? How will you know if, or how well, objectives have been achieved?
- Outputs: How many individuals were impacted by this grant?
- Please share performance measures you have collected that demonstrate the impact & report the results of the outcomes identified in the application
- Please share any additional outcomes or measurements that demonstrate the impact of the program.

Project Funding
- How were the dollars used?